Treatment planning for asymmetric jaws on a commercial TP system.
In this work, the accuracy of the asymmetric jaws planning feature in a commercial treatment planning (TP) system is assessed. In the latest version of this software, the off-axis beam quality variation is handled by a function g(d,r), which is derived from measured horizontal beam profiles at four different depths. The calculated and measured isodoses for a 6-MV linear accelerator with asymmetric jaws agree to +/- 0.5% along the central axis and to within 2 mm at the beam edge. Formulas for treatment time calculations using the output data reported by the computer program are described, as well as formulas for manual calculations based on pregenerated data tables. Doses calculated based on these formulas are compared to measurement and the accuracy is +/- 1% and +/- 2% for the computer and manual calculations, respectively. It is concluded that this version of the treatment planning system as well as the treatment time calculation formulas can be used adequately for asymmetric jaw computerized and manual treatment planning.